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Comment on Michael V. Szpindor Watson’s “Mueller and Mises: Integrating the Gift and ‘Final Distribution’ within Praxeology” John D. Mueller ABSTRACT: I am pleased to comment on Michael Watson’s paper, “Mueller and Mises: Integrating the Gift and ‘Final Distribution’ within Praxeology” (2015), which continues a conversation we have had on a gap I believe the Austrian school has in the matter of gifts and crimes. Despite Peter Boettke’s and my agreement in some criticisms of the Chicago School, I believe that the Austrian school’s theory suffers from essentially the same gap in its own version of neoclassical economics. While I welcome Watson’s effort to fill this theoretical gap with Mises’s concept of “autistic exchange,” I think it too falls short through “underdetermination,” because it attempts to make a single element—the theory of utility—explain both consumption and “final distribution.” I suggest that further research is needed before we can establish the conditions under which the value of personal gifts can adequately be calculated. KEYWORDS: normative economics, positive economics, Austrian economics, history of thought, Ludwig von Mises, John D. Mueller, heterodox economics, autistic exchange, catallactics JEL CLASSIFICATION: A13, B25, B53, D64 John D. Mueller ([email protected]) is the Lehrman Institute Fellow in Economics, Ethics and Public Policy Center, Washington, DC. 203
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I



am pleased to comment on Michael Watson’s paper, “Mueller and Mises: Integrating the Gift and ‘Final Distribution’ within Praxeology” (2015). I first met Michael a couple of years ago when we both participated in the Tertio Millennio Seminar in Krakow, where he was one of three dozen participants from North America and Eastern Europe, and I as a faculty member presented the thesis of my book in two lectures, much as I did in my Lou Church Memorial Lecture in Religion and Economics. Table 1: How the Structure of Economics Has Changed: Detail The Origins and Historical Structure of Economic Theory Common-sense Gifts (or Crimes) Consumption meaning & Distributive Justice Generic meaning



Element of Economic Theory Source



Period



Scholastic (1250–1776)



Classical (1776–1871) Neoclassical (1871–c.2000) School British Austrian Walrasian Chicago (1920–1960) (1960– )



1. Preference for persons as ends



2. Preference for scarce means



Augustine, On Christian Doctrine 1, 26 (person); Aristotle, Ethics V, 3 (household, business, government)



Augustine City of God XI, 16 (ordinal:1st, 2nd, 3rd, …)



Yes (all: personal, domestic, & political) No No



Yes



Final Distribution (social unit described)



“ ” “ “ ” ”



Utility (type)



Production



Justice in Exchange



3. Actualization 4. Actualization of means: a. of means: b. Production (factors typically assumed to vary



Equilibrium (type)



Aristotle, Politics 1, 4 (none)



Aristotle, Ethics V, 5 (partial)



Yes (ordinal)



Yes (none)



Yes (partial)



No



Yes (tangible human) Yes



Yes (partial)



” (cardinal: “ (tangible … -1, 0, 1, 2, …) nonhuman) “ (ordinal) ” (” ”) ” (ordinal) “ (” ”) ” (cardinal) “ (” “) “ (cardinal) ” (“ “) “ (cardinal) ” (all: tangible & intangible human & nonhuman)



Mixed Yes (partial) No (Mises) Yes (general) Yes (partial) Yes (partial) Yes (partial)
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Neo-Thomist Solidarist (1900–Pesch) Distributist (1910–Belloc) Chesterton



Neoscholastic (c.2000– )



Mixed (domestic Mixed (cardinal) Yes (all: tangible & political only) & intangible human & nonhuman) Political only No Tangibles only (“labor theory”) Yes (all) Yes (ordinal) Tangibles only



Yes (all: personal, domestic, political)



Yes (ordinal)



Yes (all)
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Yes (mixed)



Yes (partial) Yes (general)



Yes (general)



As Michael Watson’s paper points out, the critique of modern neoclassical economic theory that I presented in Redeeming Economics1 is illustrated primarily with what Nobel economic laureates Gary S. Becker and George J. Stigler called the Chicago School’s “economic approach to human behavior.” In fact, one interesting feature of his paper is his comparison of Peter Boettke’s with my own critique of the “economic approach to human behavior. As Michael summarizes: John Mueller and Peter Boettke, as well as other Austrians, criticize the deterministic maximizing behavior of the Benthamite man, homo economicus, in not dissimilar fashions. One would expect that a trained Walrasian and an Austrian might part in their joint disagreement with Becker’s homo economicus, but they equally attack neoclassical assumptions of stable preferences and market equilibrium. Their attack is dissimilar in the respect that Boettke argues that human ends can vary from concepts, to things, to people, etc, and rejects equilibrating equations, while Mueller believes that ends are ultimately always physical persons.



I can agree except for his attributing to me the view that “ends are ultimately always physical persons.” As I point out, one great advance of Augustine’s over Aristotle’s philosophy and economic theory was that Augustine succeeded where Aristotle had failed, in devising a single theory which embraced both God (who is a non-physical person), and man (who is a physical person). Despite Peter Boettke’s and my agreement in some criticisms of the Chicago School, as Michael notes, I do mention that the Austrian School’s theory suffers from essentially the same gap in its 1



Mueller (2014 [2010]).
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own version of neoclassical economics. In a series of conversations in Krakow and since, I challenged Michael to inquire into the treatment within Austrian economics of ‘final distribution’: gifts/ crimes at the personal level and what Aristotle called “distributive justice” at the domestic and political levels. Michael has answered this challenge in his reply published in this volume (2015). As he summarized his argument: “I concede that Austrian literature neglects the gift and distributive economy, but argue that Ludwig von Mises gave us a concept—autistic exchange—from which a theory of the gift can be developed.”2 As I mentioned in my Lou Church Memorial lecture, this gap in Austrian economic theory is also reflected in Alex Chafuen’s excellent book, Christians for Freedom, which (besides correctly attributing the theory of [ordinal] utility to Augustine of Hippo) shows that the theory of final distribution—including both personal gifts (which he calls “donations”) and distributive justice—was central to scholastic economic theory. While I welcome Michael’s effort to fill this theoretical gap with Mises’s concept of “autistic exchange,” I don’t think it works, for the main technical reason I identified in all schools of neoclassical economics: namely, the resulting theory is logically “underdetermined,” because it has fewer explanatory equations than variables to be explained—thus requiring circular logic or empirically false assumptions (or both). This is the necessary result of attempting to make a single element, the theory of utility, explain both consumption and “final distribution.” Michael Watson correctly notes the that it is “unpleasant” to replace “gift” with “autistic exchange.” The terminology I have used, which includes gifts (and their opposite, crimes) as well as exchanges among “transactions,” originates with Augustine of Hippo (not me), was followed by Aquinas and the later scholastics, and has the advantage of agreeing with common sense. As I summarized in my Lou Church Lecture: “Since man is a social creature, Augustine noted, ‘human society is knit together by 2



“Here is my novel contribution,” Michael Watson summarizes: “taking up Mueller’s challenge by teasing out where in Ludwig von Mises’s thought the gift would be classified and then developing the theory of the gift in accordance with praxeology.” Watson (2015, p. 5).
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transactions of giving and receiving.’3 But these outwardly similar transactions may be of two essentially different kinds, he added: ‘sale or gift.’”4 I think Michael Watson rightly disagrees with Matthew McCaffrey’s reduction of love to an emotion, a “psychological state.”5 Michael instead specifies “agape” love. I actually don’t use the word in my book. I worry about making the everyday expressions of love with personal gifts seem too rarefied. As the German economist Wilhelm Röpke drily observed, “When we speak of ‘service’ to the consumer, we obviously have in mind not St. Elizabeth but the assistant who wipes the windshield of our car at the filling station.”6 G.K. Chesterton once remarked, “Many a man has been lucky in marrying the woman he loves. But he is luckier in loving the woman he marries.” (Chesterton, 1990 [1953], p. 91). The first is a deep or passionate affection (in McCaffrey’s term, “a psychological state”) while the second is an act of the rational will. Most higher animals can love in the first way; only persons love in the second way; and only human persons, as rational animals, can love in both ways. One final point: The first edition of Redeeming Economics went to press in 2010, and did not take into account Peter Boettke’s 3



Augustine (1953 [397], p. 398).



4



Augustine (1953 [389], p. 132).



5



“ Love, however, is a psychological state, whereas economics is concerned with action. “ McCaffrey argues that “Human beings do not choose between means and ends,” hence “there is then no separation of value scales.” He does not address the necessarily resulting “underdetermination” in any theory with fewer explanatory equations than variables to be explained. (McCaffrey, 2012).



6



Röpke (1960, p. 117). As I note in Redeeming Economics, The Good Samaritan is the classic case of “loving your neighbor as yourself.” He loved the man he found beaten by robbers as himself by regarding him as a person like himself; but he did not love him equally with himself, by dividing his property equally with him. The economic value of the Samaritan’s time and the two coins he gave to care for the man probably amounted to half his wages for the week—not for the year or his whole life. This was a generous but also properly human—not superhuman—act, and everyone should be prepared to undertake such a sacrifice in order to prevent the death or extreme misery of a fellow human being. (Mueller, 2014 [2010], p. 37).
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papers with Chris Coyne and David Prychitko on philanthropic and nonprofit enterprises.7 Far from claiming to have wrapped everything up, I think that (together with Boettke, Coyne and Prychitko) I suggest a new direction for empirical research. As Michael Watson notes, I agree that Mises won the “calculation debate” with the socialists. But if there are in fact two kinds of economic transaction—exchanges and gifts—not only exchanges, under what conditions can the value of personal gifts be adequately calculated? Is a certain critical mass of exchanges necessary in order to apply calculation to exchangeable personal gifts, say, within a family? I think the question requires further research.



REFERENCES Augustine (Aurelius Augustinus). 389. On Free Will. In J.H.S. Burleigh, trans., ed., Augustine: Earlier Writings. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1953, pp. 102–217. ——. 396. To Simplician—On Various Questions. In J.H.S. Burleigh, trans., ed., Augustine: Earlier Writings. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1953, pp. 370–406. Boettke, Peter J., and Christopher J. Coyne. 2007. “The Political Economy of the Philanthropic Enterprise,” Mercatus Center. Boettke, Peter J, and David L. Prychitko. 2004. “Toward an Austrian School Interpretation of Nonprofit and Voluntary Action,” Conversations on Philanthropy 1: 1-40. Boettke, Peter J. and Anne Rathbone. 2002. “Civil Society, Social Entrepreneurship, and Economic Calculation,” Working Paper, George Mason University Department of Economics. Burleigh, J.H.S., trans., ed. 1953. Augustine: Earlier Writings. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1953. Chesterton, G.K. 1953. The Surprise. In Alvaro de Silva, ed. Brave New Family: G.K. Chesterton on Men & Women, Children, Sex, Divorce, Marriage & the Family. Ignatius Press. San Francisco, 1990. 7



Boettke and Coyne (2007), Boettke and Prychitko (2004), Boettke and Rathbone (2002).
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